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Abstract— In 2023, HyPrint, an innovative solution in the European technology market, emerged as a 

revolutionary tool in the manufacturing industry. Created by a consortium of European companies and research 

institutions, HyPrint combines traditional production methods with modern 3D printing technologies, accelerating 

production processes and opening new possibilities for product design and customization. This article explores the 

features and benefits of HyPrint, its impact on production efficiency, customization, and sustainable development, 

as well as the international collaboration and EU support that facilitated its creation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the manufacturing industry has witnessed significant technological 

advancements, with 3D printing and hybrid manufacturing technologies leading the way. 

HyPrint, an advanced tool created through the collaboration of European companies and 

research institutions, represents a major leap forward in this domain. This article delves into the 

unique aspects of HyPrint, its advantages, and the collaborative efforts that made it possible 

[1][2]. 

II. HYBRID TECHNOLOGY AT A NEW LEVEL

HyPrint distinguishes itself from other market solutions by integrating traditional material 

processing methods, such as milling or turning, with state-of-the-art 3D printing. This hybrid 

approach allows for the creation of complex structures and high-precision components that are 

challenging or impossible to achieve with traditional methods alone. The technology is 

particularly beneficial in industries where precision and quality are paramount, such as the 

automotive and aerospace sectors [3]. 

III. SPEED AND EFFICIENCY OF PRODUCTION

One of HyPrint's most significant advantages is the drastic reduction in production time. 

Traditional processing methods often involve multiple stages and tools, prolonging the entire 

process. HyPrint overcomes these limitations by enabling simultaneous printing and material 

processing. This not only accelerates production but also reduces costs associated with 

maintaining various machines and tools. Furthermore, HyPrint's efficiency in material usage 

results in less waste and lower operating costs, contributing to its economic viability [4]. 

IV. CUSTOMIZATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In today's market, there is an increasing demand for personalized products. HyPrint equips 

manufacturers with the capability to easily customize products to meet individual customer 

needs. The technology allows for real-time design modifications, enabling the production of 

unique parts on demand. Additionally, HyPrint aligns with the growing trend of sustainable 
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development by reducing material and energy consumption and minimizing production waste. 

This environmentally friendly approach positions HyPrint as a forward-thinking solution in the 

manufacturing industry [5]. 

Fig. 1 Hybrid Manufacturing Process combining additive and subtractive methods. [7] 

V.  INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION AND EU SUPPORT 

The development of HyPrint is a testament to the power of international collaboration. 

European technology companies and research institutions joined forces to create this 

groundbreaking tool, with substantial financial support from the European Union's Horizon 

2020 program. This funding facilitated the research and testing necessary to bring HyPrint to 

life. The EU's support continues to be crucial for the technology's ongoing development and 

widespread implementation across European industries [6]. 

VI. THE FUTURE OF HYPRINT AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

HyPrint is currently being integrated into various industrial sectors, and its developers foresee 

further advancements in the technology. Future developments include increasing printing 

efficiency and precision, as well as integrating HyPrint with automation systems and artificial 

intelligence. As these enhancements are realized, HyPrint has the potential to become the 

standard in hybrid manufacturing, transforming traditional factories into modern production 
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centres. Continuous technological development and support from the EU and other institutions 

will be essential in ensuring HyPrint's role as a key element of European industry, enhancing 

its modernization and global competitiveness [9]. 

Fig. 2 HyPrint Technology showcasing its additive and subtractive manufacturing 

capabilities. [8] 

VII. CONCLUSION

HyPrint represents a significant breakthrough in 3D printing and hybrid manufacturing, 

offering numerous benefits in terms of production efficiency, customization, and sustainability. 

The collaborative efforts and financial support from the EU have been instrumental in its 

development. As HyPrint continues to evolve, it is poised to revolutionize the manufacturing 

industry, setting new standards and driving European industry towards greater innovation and 

competitiveness. 
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